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About This Game

Sophie and Mike have been separated by an evil group and must now try and rejoin forces before taking on a great evil. But
something more sinister is happening and may change the world forever!

With the help of their friends as well as other travelers Sophie and Mike must try to stop the Dark Lord and a mysterious
organisation from not only taking over the world but taking over history.
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Title: Origin Of Destiny: Crimson Awakening
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
CloudTheWolf Games
Publisher:
CloudTheWolf Games
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 15 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible Sound

Additional Notes: XBOX One Controler Not Supported

English
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Restore Your Missing Saves:
A Few users have missed the post about the File Save Location changing so here a a quck reminder. (Previous Post Here 
https://steamcommunity.com/app/448570/discussions/1/154645487793832326/ )

As of the latest update your existing saves will not show when starting the game. This is because the location we look for save
games has changed.

Youi will need to move all CTWSAV2 files from the root of the game directory to "%appdata%/Origin Of Destiny/Saves" (If
you don't see an origin of destiny folder start the game then quit and you should now see it, or just create it your self)

As per the below screenshot you will need to copy (Or Move) the CTWSAV2 files to the Saves folder. once done STart the
game (Or quit and relaunch if the game is running) and all your saves will be restored.

. R159.3 Patch Notes:
The following fixes will be released later today:

- Fixed Internal Version to match Build Version.

- Fixed Minor performance issues.

- Fixed input lockups when entering some random battles.. New Build (R157) Is Live!:
So after seeing how long it would take to make a full mega awesome update. I thought I should at least give you guys a mini
update!

So this update adds new areas, bug fixes, more story and lots more stuff (Hidden Stuff ;] )

As always, please post any bugs in the forums!. Requirements Updated, Trading Cards and Coming Soon?:
Hey All!

I have updated the Minimum and Recommended requirements for the the game! These can be found on the store page.

While you're there you may notice that the Scheduled Release Date has been replaced with Coming Soon!

Don't worry, this doesn't been I will be pushing it back but I may be able to release it sooner!

As well as that there may be game extending updates released after the game goes live! (For Free of course  )

And Finally I have submitted the Steam Trading Cards to steam for Approval. =D. More Update...updates! Oh My!:
Hey all,

So it's been awhile since I have posted an update so thought I would keep you all in the loop.

I have been working on the next update on the game that will be a Storyline Update and extend the game play.

I'm not sure how long the new areas will be, but I hope it will be enough to add a good hour or more to the game.

Also some enemies will be getting tweaked to reduce the encounter rate in some areas but will give enough EXP to keep you
leveled up without needing to grind too much.
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Stay tuned for more details soon!

Ps... I updated some of the store/hub graphics. :D. What's Going On?:
Hey all, it's been a while.

Sorry that I've not been updating the game as much but here is what i'm working on!

- Bug Fixes
- More Plot (Following from the dragon event)
- Writing the script for the voice actors

- Secret Stuff!

That's all for now guys!. Update News:
So, it's been a while since the last update.

And I'm sure that some of you are asking when the next one will be out.

Although I can't give an exact date for the next update I want to try and get something out by the end of the month.

Why is it taking so long? Well as I'm sure some of you have figured out, this is a one-man mission and I must balance this with a
full-time job so I can pay the bills, so I can't but in as many hours as I want.

But do not fear! The game is always being worked on and I will try my best to bring top quality updates as fast as I can.

Stay tuned for more news!. Dev Beta R-101 Released:
The latest update changes updates the sprite for Jessie and Sophie as well as some small graphic fixes!. Upcoming Changes!:
Here is what's happening so far in the next update:

- Removing card game: It's very glitchy and seems to only work on some maps.
- Fixed a bug that causes the game to crash in the Deep Freeze.
- New areas ;)
- Further story progression
- Other fixes (Any that I find between not and releasing the patch)

I'll let you know more when I'm ready to push the update live!
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